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ABSTRACT
This Diploma level Interior Design final project is towards student understanding about the interior design project’s whole aspect that 
had been studied from the basic level until the design proposal presentation. The selected final project is a proposed new interior design 
scheme of Yang Di Pertuan Agong Gallery for Arkib Negara Malaysia at Lot 2325, Jalan Dato Onn, 50480 Kuala Lumpur. With the 
outcome of a national history gallery and information source of Malaysian royal institution, it is hope to make Arkib Negara Malaysia get 
more appreciation because always keep the responsibilities in concerning and care about national history and precious belonging 
treasures. The concept and image is also apply to both interior and exterior to appeal the centre will be able to lure more tourists and 
visitors who were always keen in our aesthetic values in architecture. There were several researches done to succeed this tourist 
information centre final project, amongst them are site analysis, building analysis, interview, observation and case studies. All these 
studies have a purpose of identifying the existing weaknesses and also attempt to solve some of the problems that appear. These 
investigations will be implemented in the design process with the intention to gain an attractive design and also suitable with the Arkib 
Negara Malaysia demands in terms of function and aesthetic value.
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CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 DEFINITION OF GALLERY
According to ‘Wikipedia Encyclopedia’, gallery is simply defined as an institution, building, or room for the exhibition and conservation of 
works of precious collection. Other precise definition of gallery is a building, place, or institution devoted to the acquisition, conservation, 
study, exhibition, and educational interpretation of objects having scientific, historical, or artistic values.
Normally galleries require providing informative exhibitions for visitors to expand and powering their knowledge. For this new gallery, 
allocation for spaces were including grand lobby areas, which are, contains reception counter, waiting area and information area. 
Exhibition area is a very important area in a gallery because need a large of spaces that will be contains mini galleries, display and mini 
auditorium. Besides that, appreciations for visitors will demands a souvenir shop as nostalgia and memory for them. Other than that, a 
gallery also needed an office, storage and spaces of loading bay.
Generally, significance in building galleries nowadays are to displays precious artworks or valueless historical moments in vision to 
educate and share with people learn to appreciate all this things and to mark on moments of glories in sight and heart.
